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ViraPressTM is considered a nutraceutical that contains naturally derived purified bovine serum 

glycoproteins that signal the immune system with the intent of achieving optimal health and 

wellness. Each tablet contains trace amounts of purified bovine serum derived glycoproteins 

(<1%), along with other inactive ingredients (>99%): crystalline maltose disaccharide and 

magnesium vegetable stearate.  

 

The glycoproteins found in ViraPressTM are naturally occurring and may stimulate the body’s  

immune system by encouraging the production of certain signaling proteins (known as cytokines) 

which can be deployed to call to action certain cells of the immune system when mounting a 

defense.    

 

ViraPressTM works by signaling:  it interacts with receptors in specific cells found within the 

mucous membranes of the mouth and throat.  This interaction signals these cells (immune system 

cells) to produce cytokines which is a natural and normal response of the immune system. So, in 

effect, ViraPressTM is like a team’s coach:  it motivates the immune system to increase the 

production of specific signaling cytokines which may provide a protective effect for the body by 

encouraging its own immune capabilities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

ViraPressTM is also hypothesized to potentially help restore communicating proteins (cytokines) 

that have been reduced or depleted in the human body for various reasons such as acute illnesses 

(from pathogens) and chronic illnesses, as well as the unintended consequences of modern 

lifestyles (i.e., toxicity). This theorized action may help the body’s immune system become better 

equipped to combat attacks as they occur.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

The adult recommended usage of ViraPressTM is to let one tablet dissolve completely under the 

tongue first thing in the morning (prior to ingesting food or liquids) and again in the evening.  Try 

not to eat or drink anything for up to 15 minutes after the ViraPressTM tablet has dissolved; this 

may help ensure that the cells of the mucous membranes have plenty of opportunity to interact 

with the proteins found in ViraPressTM.  Therefore, a fasting state in the morning is 

recommended.  The active ingredient in ViraPressTM does not enter the body’s system; it simply 

initiates a signaling process. Therefore, ViraPressTM is not effective if chewed or swallowed. Do 

not take if pregnant or breast feeding; the safety of ViraPressTM has not been established in 

pregnant or breastfeeding women. The safety of ViraPressTM has not been evaluated in children 

and is recommended for adults only.   

 

 

 

ViraPressTM contains NO soy, NO gluten, NO artificial fillers, NO GMO derived ingredients, and 

NO antibiotics. 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  

 

 

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.  This product is not intended 

to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. 

 


